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Abstract
Simple measures often couldn’t count a deep complexity. In the case of semantic complexity, conventional readability formulas share a common style, a common sort of achievements and a common borders of limitation: These formulas lack a semantics-aware approach and as a result, a precise measurement of semantic complexity couldn’t be done. In this paper, we introduce DASTEX, a novel semantics-aware complexity measure for semantic complexity of text. By DASTEX, a new layer of complexity analysis are opened for NLP, cognitive and computational tasks. This measure benefits from an intuitionistic underlying formal model which consider semantic as a lattice of intuitions. This yields to a well-defined definition for semantic of a text and its complexity. DASTEX is a practical analysis method upon this formal model. So a complete suite of idea, model and method are prepared to result in a simple but yet deep measure for semantic complexity of text. The evaluation of the proposed approach is done by 4 Experiments. The results show DASTEX is capable of measuring the semantic complexity of text in 6 application-tasks.
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1- Introduction

Many readability formulas have been invented by researchers [1]. These formulas have a common aim: to evaluate the readability level or complexity score of a text. Such formulas numerically model the readability and calculate a rough value for it. Counting and enumeration of linguistic features are incorporated in them and as a result, these formulas usually follow a morphological computation of text elements. Number of characters, number of syllables, number of phrases, number of words, number of different part of speeches, number of sentences, number of ideas and concepts, number of named entities, number of relations and etc. are common micro-measures which together construct the macro-measures of conventional readability formulas (See figure 1 for a concise meta-model for conventional readability formulas).

We could summarize the style of conventional readability formulas as an “element counting schema”. This “sensing” oriented approach to complexity analysis yields to form-driven and text-style-biased measurements. Different texts from different authors with different contents which share a common text-style or rhetoric-form would result in similar readability scores. In spite of this sensing oriented approach, we could consider a new, alternative viewpoint: an intuitionistic approach to text complexity measurements.

Intuition, sensing, thinking and few others are different state of affairs or type of personality awareness in psychology [2]. What is the relation between psychology and
readability measurements? Each measurement is done under a psychological state of mental affairs (= cognitions). So different cognitive attitudes yield to different measurement paradigms. A sensing oriented approach counts the shallows, morphological elements. But an intutionistic approach could consider more tacit, more diverse and deeper layers of a text. So for a better measurement of semantic complexity of text, we could prefer “intuition” over “sensing”.

2- Related Works

In 19th century, there were worldwide independent efforts to match students with materials at appropriate levels of difficulty [11]. First modern readability formulas appeared in the 1920s (for a very early one, see [12]). By 1973, there were more than 200 various readability formulas [10].

Readability formulas usually rely on statistical processing and analytical results from a large collection of text documents [9], [13].

An essential underlying idea of almost all readability formulas is as this: obtaining an easy-to-compute proxy for semantic or syntactic readability of text [5]. This easy-oriented approach affects the attitude and scope of the invented formulas. Because of tacit and in-depth nature of semantics, easy-oriented approaches have has limited achievements in measuring semantic complexity of text. Even for measuring the overall reading difficulty of text passages, the conventional readability formulas are not good predictors [7], or at least they are inadequate predictors [8]. Measuring text complexity, without considering the text comprehension, results in not responsive estimates of text complexity [14].

The Applications could be listed as: Book leveling, suitability of reading materials for readers with different: ability levels [6], reading skills, ages, familiarity with background knowledge, language proficiency levels, Mental Mood, Psychologic state, Cognitive Health.

Formal semantics, such as operational semantics [20], is another sort of semantic modeling and a technique for semantic complexity could be based on it [21]. For example, coordination semantics could be served as a proxy for catching process meanings and complexities [22]. Simulation is another way for capturing operational process semantics [23]. Rule-based knowledge-aware quality definition approaches could also capture operational and non-operational semantics [24]. Based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity [25], just after capturing the semantics, we could compute the semantic complexity by enumerating the involving building blocks.
Figure 2- A Context Depiction for Text Readability and its Constituents Domains.
Figure 3 - Intersections in the constituents domains of text readability context, in the Chord Diagramatic Layout [18].
3- The Proposed Model

In our computational approach to the Semantics, it is a process which is involving references (or mappings) from a content-system to entities, concepts, things, objects, states, realities, relations, sequences, scenarios and any other sort of “basic structural constituents”. So a general model of “construction” can be used as a proper model for semantics and meanings. A hierarchy or a lattice could be a mathematical model for meanings. This model could be construct by using basic intuitions of subject understanding for each under semantics-study object (for a cognitive theoretical basis, see figure-4).

Two primary operation construct the meaning buildings: 1) putting the involving symbols (behalf of realities and entities) on the computation table, and 2) put them on each other to shape-up the overall hierarchical construction of the intended meaning. An example is depicted in the figure-5.

![Figure 4- A Cognitive Theoretical Schema for Human Semantics Understanding](image-url)
Some meaning particles (for example some entities) are higher order and are made from a symbol construction process which take some lower order symbols as the inputs, then results some higher order symbols as the outputs.

So a formal model for semantics could be defined by these elements: 1) a set of primary symbols (or basic intuitions), and 2) a set of symbol combining rules. This is the essence of DAST model [15] for text semantics. DASTEX is based on DAST.

Each semantics theory should involves these statics and dynamics subsy stems. So if we elaborate and detect these two primary parts, we could say “there is a semantics theory here”. Each set of symbols (which are related to each other by some combining rules) could be considered as a Semantic Theory.

**Definition 1.** $\forall T : text, \quad \text{DASTEX} (T) = \text{DAST Semantic Complexity Index for } T$

$= \text{Number of (Semantic_Theories (T))}$

**4- Evaluation by Experiments**

**4-1- Experiment 1: Semantic Attraction Calculation**

Hafez's poems are relatively popular in Iran. Based on the number of search results for each verse of Hafez poetry in a Persian web search engine, we tried to estimate the public interest index of each verse. The result is that there is a relationship between verse length (i.e. the semantic complexity capacity) and popularity.
4-2- Experiment 2: Semantic-Choice Calculation

We asked 376 individuals to choose a name (from a set of 5 name-choices) for a semantically complex book. There is a correlation between votes and semantic complexity of choices.
4-3- Experiment 3: Semantic Complexity Calculation

An important conclusion can be drawn from the DAST and DASTEX experiments, especially when the DAST results were matched between two Persian-speaking and Spanish-speaking statistical communities [19]: The semantic truth of meanings, like numbers, is a common human intuition. See figure 6.

![Locus Points for Bilingual Understudy Sentences](image)

**Figure 6- Semantic Complexity Votes for Bilingual Sentences.**

In addition to objective logic and subjective logic, the "benchmark logic” must also be included in the semantic logic. With this, it will be possible to better judge about the semantic complexity. That is, for example, if a sentence was short and compared to a long sentence, then the effect of this length difference could be considered.

Some other results about DASTEX for a set of 80 understudy-sentences are provided in [15].

4-4- Experiment 4: Word Reputation Impact

The following data (figure-7) are related to the word choice questionnaire, which, as we see, has grown in three to four different phases from 0 to 2.5 (vote ratio between the first and second options). The difference is so great that it cannot be attributed solely to a change in the distribution of the input data stream.

Also, in almost three quarters of the process, the statistical community was members of a fixed telegram channel. It seems that "reputation" is one of the influential parameters in choosing a Persian word instead of its foreign equivalent. Because "reputation" is one of
the parameters of word selection, we see that the first option over time, with increasing its percentage, i.e. increasing its reputation, has had a steady growth in attracting the attention of the audience in semantic judgment.

A similar phenomenon is investigated in these papers: [16], [17].

![Figure 7- Experiment Results for Crowd-Based Persian-Word-Equivalent-Selection for "Factoid" word.](image)
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